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A brief history of Sanford, Florida, will reveal the iterations of the postal service history. The landing on the 
south shore of Lake Monroe was a useful point of debarkation for the steamboats serving the U.S. Army in the 
Second Seminole War.  Camp Monroe was set up December of 1836 by Lt. Alexander C. W. Fanning with 
about 300 troops.  It was renamed Ft. Mellon after fallen soldier Charles Mellon on February 9, 1837 and 
abandoned in 1842. 
 
A small village occupied the site, so on March 31, 1846, a post office was established at Mellonville and 
continued until May, 1866.  Several postmasters served, including future Orlando businessman John Hughey, 
Sydney Speer who was a cousin of the Judge James Speer that named Orlando, Isaac Jernigan and William A. 
Lovell who was 
an Orlando 
landowner and 
an eventual store 
owner in 
Apopka. 
 
After the Civil 
War an attempt 
was made to 
find a healthier 
location away 
from the insects 
of Lake Monroe, 
and Fort Reed 
was established 
about one mile 
south of the 
lake. A post 
office was established on September 12, 1873, and continued until 1903 when it became part of Sanford, 
Florida.  A city park is still located near the site. 
 
The village of Sanford got its own post office September 9, 1873, and was incorporated in 1877.   Henry 
Sanford dreamed of building an agricultural and industrial center for the town named after him. 
 
Illustrated nearby is a colorful advertising cover mailed from Fort Reed on June 30, 1880. It is an interesting 
octagon shape (faintly seen starting at the 7 o’clock position and reading up) with a killer of concentric circles. 
The Mallory Line was the prime mover of people and products between Jacksonville and Sanford, and the 
stationary represents travelling agent A. H. Crippin.  The stamped envelope carries a one cent light blue design 
of Benjamin Franklin (U 35) and a two cent vermillion Andrew Jackson stamp (#193). 
 
As an uncommon octagon cancel from a small discontinued post office on an illustrated advertising cover with 
an interesting usage of steamship advertising, the stamp dealer was asking $65 for this great illustration of 
Florida postal history. 
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